Abstract Manga is a variety of comics that emerged from Japan that has a lot of fans in every part of the world. Silent manga appears as variations that appear with the construction of different elements with conventional comics. Symptom analysis in the construction of visual languages of comic elements was used as a way to reveal the difference. The theory of inner and outer layout of the Prima Tabrani Fine Language theory is an appropriate approach that could be used to see different element in the silent manga.
The language of Rupa, based on the word language, has elements in the form of images and phrases. Image by Primadi Tabrani was later changed to the word of wimba, because he considered that the word image has a meaning that is too broad. Wimba will be composed of the contents of Wimba and the way of wimba (Tabrani, 2012: 135) .
Wimba in the visual language of the image can be interpreted as a representative image and not as an abstract or geometric image. The content of the wimba is the object displayed in the picture, while the way of the wimba can be interpreted also as various ways used to visualize an object until the image of the object can tell something meaningful (Tabrani, 2012: 75) .
Visual language according to Primadi Tabrani has some ways to display images in addition to the way of the wimba, namely the inner and outer layout (Tabrani, 2012: 75-76 ).
Inner layout is a series or arrangement of various kinds of wimba in a scene or sequence. Outer layout is a series of orders and/or the way the wimba are arranged sequentially on a frame (panel) with another frame so that the sequence is able to tell a story.
Structure of Silent Manga
Silent manga has all the supporting elements but the difference is in the absence of phonogram elements. Phonograms in conventional comics are used to describe those visualized by images. In the silent manga, the images are arranged in such a way that they follow a certain storyline. Because without a phonogram, then the picture is required to be able to speak. Comics required to be juxtaposed or made parallel between panels then it is also required that the visual between the panels are mutually interchange with dialogue. To read the dialogue, the tendency to use Primadi Tabrani's theoretical language theory is more appropriate, especially in the inner and outer layout.
Based on the theory of Scott McCloud and Hikmat
Darmawan which states that in addition to drawing and writing, there are elements that should be included such as symbols are arranged or displayed deliberately to convey the information so as to generate reaction from the reader.
This silent manga case study uses a sample by comic artists named Mage (Indonesia) with the title "New Haircut" 
Conclusion
Cohesion and the coherence between visual elements that interchange with dialogue in the form of relationship between illustration and symbol. This occurs as a form of relationship between all the comic elements in one panel, except phonogram, as a form of inner layout. And the relationship that occur between panels by following a particular story plays a role as the outer layout. Thus, the phonogram constituent elements in silent manga are not present in the works, but are replaced by elements of images which themselves have spoken through facial expressions, gestures, visual elements, and supporting symbols. Besides that, the non-visual elements such as plot also greatly affect the legibility of comics contextually. So, through these two perspectives can be said that silent manga is one of the assets in the comic constellation.
